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Contract for Real Trading Account

 

Contract for Real Trading Account  

Introduction:

Under this contract a trading account will open on currencies, goods, oil and precious metals 

by Caveo Company for financial brokerage.

Caveo keens on providing its clients with the best services that guarantee a safe investment in 

currency market, and facilitating opening accounts procedures, as well as providing a unique 

client service featured with a quick response for client demands.

Caveo, as a financial institution, keens on using experiences of a unique team work who is 

experienced enough to ensure providing a successful work environment for its clients, as well as 

providing the highest safety rates on investors' funds, besides helping them to succeed in 

investing in this huge market. As a sub-provider with many brokerage companies since 2010, 

Caveo succeeded in gaining a massive experience in providing financial brokerage services. 

Dear client

Please review all documents and supplements attached with this form before signing. By signing 

this form, you accept and agree on terms included in this contract and supplements. 

Disclaimer statement regarding legal documents of the opening account form:

The form will be accepted in case of providing all the required information and signing in the 

specified sites of the form. Client is committed to provide all documents and information and/or 

the required forms according to anti-money laundering policy and/or any client identity 

documents within seven working days.  Company with not accept any forms unless receiving 

the required documents and the related information. 

Before start filling in the data be sure to follow instructions below: 

1. Reading the contract as well as the terms and conditions carefully  

2. Be sure to fill in your data the same as in the approved governmental identification 

documents (Identity - Passport) 

3. You are aware of the risks of investing in financial markets in general and in Forex and 

currencies in particular. *
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The identification documents required to open a trading account: 

1. A valid identity affirmation. 

2. A valid residential affirmation - Bank statement  

3. A signed copy of the contract or filling the online contract and agreeing on the terms 

and conditions. 

4. Your bank account details.  

Documents must be delivered to the company headquarter at the following address:

Caveo Company for Financial Brokerage 

Dar Alawady tower - Ahmed Algaber st. - 18th floor 

East - Kuwait 

Or to be sent to the following e-mail: accounts@caveo.com.kw 

Or Fax: 0096522479428 

Phone: 0096522322330 

* Risk Warning pages 19-20 

I. Part one 

I.1. Account details form 

* Fields in red are obligatory and the rest are optional

Personal data 

First name: Father's name: Family name: 

Nationality: Marital status: 

All the following information are mandatory and cannot proceed with Account opening 
procedures unless filling in those information completely
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Residence address

No. St. Area

Governorate Country

Contact details 

Mobile: Phone: Another phone:

E-mail (this e-mail will be used for all formal correspondence)

Job details

Employment status Employee Employer Non-employee 

Company Type of work Title

Years of work Work address 

Experience in financial markets

Investing experience in financial 

markets 

One year Two years Three years More than 3 

years

I have an experience in trading currencies stocks options 

contracts

futures goods
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I.2. Statistical information 

Financial information 

Income source:

Savings Job Other: 

First investment amount  1000: 

10000 

10000 : 

50000

50000 : 

100000

100000 : 

250000

More than 

250,000

Total potential fund amount 

within one year 

1000: 

10000 

10000 : 

50000

50000 : 

100000

100000 : 

250000

More than 

250,000

How you found Caveo:

Ads in newspaper Searched the internet Twitter Facebook A friend Other 

Other:

 

 

 

 

• I have reviewed all the account properties and I agree on trading conditions through 
Caveo company platforms 

• I certify that all my above data is true and I commit to report to Caveo company in 
writing or by mail to account service e-mail accounts@caveo.com.kw  in case of any 
changes to the above mentioned data for modification or deletion. 
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II. Trading account details

II.1. Products specifications which Caveo for financial brokerage provides its clients with:

You must read and understand these specifications carefully to be fully aware of them, also 

you have to contact us for more explanations regarding any of the information included below.

II.1.1. First: Trading instant foreign currencies

i. The contract amount includes 100.000 unit of the basic currency. 

ii. A margin is being detained according to the money leverage used. 

iii. There are no margin requirements in hedging cases.  

iv. All future pending orders will be cancelled at closing by Fridays and/or market days off.  

v. Spread between buy and sell is variable according to market status as well as buying 

and selling orders. 

II.1.2. Second: Instant metals

i. The Gold instant and future contracts amount is 100 Oz (OTC).  

ii. The Silver instant and future contracts amount is 5000 Oz.  

iii. A margin is being detained according to the money leverage used. 

iv. There are no margin requirements in hedging cases.  

v. All pending orders will be cancelled at closing by Fridays and/or market days off.  

vi. Spread between buy and sell is variable according to market status as well as buying 

and selling orders. 

II.1.3. Thrid: Future stock indicators contracts (OTC)

i. Future contract amounts for indicator (OTC) are determined according to contract 

amounts in stock market. 

ii. All future contracts are paid in cash only without delivering the stocks.  

iii. There are no margin requirements in hedging cases.  

iv. Positions are to be liquidated at the contracts due dates stated in the platform or on 

Caveo's website. 

v. All pending orders will be cancelled at closing by Fridays and/or market days off.  

II.1.4. Fifth: Future crude oil and natural gas contracts (OTC)

i. All future contracts are paid in cash only without delivering the product. 

Are you a political exposed person ?

• Yes           • No  

If the answer is yes:
Please identify your political title description:

The political exposed person:
(a) Is any ordinary person, either being an agent or beneficiary, or previously assigned to him/her or 

currently holds high public duties in State of Kuwait or a foreign country. This term also includes heads of 
States or governments, senior politicians or government, judicial or military officials, senior executives of state-
owned companies, and prominent officials in political parties.

(b) Any person previously assigned to him/her or currently holds senior management positions in an 
international organization, such as managers, managers' deputies, or members of the Board of Directors.

Also this term includes family members up to the second degree and close partners.
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ii. All future contract pices determoned according to stock market prices.  

iii. There are no margin requirements in hedging cases.  

iv. Positions are to be liquidated at the contracts due dates stated in the platform or on 

Caveo's website. 

v. All pending orders will be cancelled at closing by Fridays and/or market days off.  

II.1.5. Sixth: Commodity Futures (OTC) 

i. All future contracts are paid in cash only without delivering the products. 

ii. All future contract pices determoned according to stock market prices.  

iii. There are no margin requirements in hedging cases.  

iv. Positions are to be liquidated at the contracts due dates stated in the platform or on 

Caveo's website. 

v. All pending orders will be cancelled at closing by Fridays and/or market days off.  

III. Trading Conditions

III.1. Introduction

Caveo for financial brokerage (referred to as "The Company" or "Caveo") and the client 

(referred to as "The client") approve that these trade conditions (referred to as "The 

conditions") are here to organize the existing relations between the client who presents 

his own account and "Caveo for financial brokerage". And they supply the terms and 

conditions that protects the client's account (referred to as "The account") opened at 

Caveo. 

"Caveo" services (referred to as "The services") which are determined under the conditions 

become valid through the account.

"Caveo's" client (referred to as "The client") approves that these trade conditions (referred 

to as "The conditions") organize the existing relation between the client who presents his 

own account and "Caveo for financial brokerage" (referred to as "The Company" or 

"Caveo"). And they supply the terms and conditions that protects the client's account 

(referred to as "The account") opened at Caveo. "Caveo" services (referred to as "The 

services") which are determined under the conditions become valid through the account 

and the services are provided in "Caveo's trade platform" (referred to as "The platform") 

and includes selling and buying assets (as specified below), and any modification to 

these conditions shall be subjected to a written approval or by email from the company. 

Also the client approve and confirm that in the context of implementation of these 

conditions that he never builds on any issue that hasn't been mentioned explicitly in 

these conditions. The conditions organize all business operations effective from the date 
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that "Caveo" inform the client about opening him an account, and all the conditions 

are applicable for all products and services available on the platform currently or 

aftertime. And for purposes of effective laws, these conditions form an original effective 

document and "an online document".  

III.2. General Information 

Caveo for financial brokerage is a privately closed joint stock company with commercial 

license no.:  (L.L/2137/2010) and a commercial registry no. 336413 from Ministry of 

Commerce and Industry in Kuwait to carry out the following purposes: 

1. Financial brokerage operations in selling and buying stocks, bonds, and quotas of 

global investment funds and the related tools, either the instant ones or the futures.  

2. Brokerage operations related to selling and buying foreign currencies, goods, 

precious metals and the related tools, either the instant ones or the futures, but 

not, as a result of practicing those activities, to take the company instant or future 

positions of foreign currencies to its own advantage or to practice the banking 

companies activities. 

The company has the right to perform the previously mentioned activities in Kuwait 

and abroad by itself or by agency. The company can have an interest or participate 

in any form with entities of the same activities or entities that would help it on 

achieving its purposes in Kuwait or abroad, and it can establish or partake or but 

those entities or deal with it as its ancillaries. 

III.3. Definitions 

III.3.1. Definitions: 

For the purposes of these conditions, the terms used in this document have the following 

meanings: 

• Sign in Device: This device allows the client to submit applications, review financial 

or non-financial information, and using the services available in the platform (personal 

computers, smart phones, etc.). 

• Account: Is one or more accounts the client opens now or later at "Caveo" regardless 

it is an individual or corporation accounts, and these conditions will have the same 

effect and will apply to all sub-contracts opened under the name of the client. 

• Submitting open account application: A document named "open account 

application" as approved by "Caveo". 
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• Open account documents: Document for submitting open account application and 

"Caveo's" disclosure statement for risks, and these conditions and all other documents 

required by "Caveo" to open the account. 

• Account Statement: A statement shows the client's assets according to what is 

recorded in the account and the processes performed on the account.

• Insolvency: Insolvency happens when the client do the following:

i. Makes a general concession for creditors, or go through a reformation and 

reorganization process. or in naming or a composition with creditors.  

ii. Approve in written that he is unable to pay his debts on its due dates.  

iii. Seeks to, agrees on, or satisfies implicitly for appointment of a trustee, manager, 

a receiver, a liquidator, or any similar employee on his property or any significant 

part of it.  

iv. Submit or file a bankruptcy petition to the competent court for bankruptcy 

proclamation, liquidation, or insolvency (or any similar procedure), or seeking for 

liquidation, disentanglement, or any similar ancillary procedure under any law, a 

current or prospective regulation, not to return this petition within 30 days from 

date of submission to the competent authority.  

v. Appointing a receiver, a manager, a trustee, a liquidator, or any similar employee 

for the client or for all property of the client or any significant part of it.  

vi. Inviting creditors to a meeting for the purpose of considering any voluntary 

settlement.  

• Subsidiary: A company belongs to the same group of companies like "Caveo" or 

under supervision of "Caveo".  

• Caveo: Caveo for financial brokerage and/or any subsidiary.  

• Caveo's trading system: "Caveo for financial brokerage"  trading platform. 

• Assets: The financial tools registered in the account which used in trading: 

• Woking days: (From Monday 12 AM till Saturday 12 AM) as shown below

i. As for various services of prompt deals on securities or currencies basket or indices, 

it will be any banking working days in New York (except for Saturdays and 

Sundays). 

ii. As for services related to prompt deals on securities or currencies basket or indices 

where trading is available for limited hours, any day with trading on related 

securities that have initial prohibitions, or the trading on the index, whichever 

applies, are open for trade, and to exclude any day where all related trading in 

stock market is closed or pending.  
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iii. As for services related to prompt deals on securities or currencies basket or indices 

where trading is not related with limited hours, any day that related stock markets 

are opened for trading.  

• IB or Introducing Broker: Is a third party authorized from "Caveo" for the purposes of 

marketing to its activities and introducing "Caveo" to clients in return for certain fees. 

• Contracts of movable materials All movable materials including, for example, but not 

limited to, future contracts, options for future contracts, contracts of movable materials 

and futures, trading with foreign cash, CFDs, indices, other nominal financial 

documents with foreign paper currency, and any other financial dealings. 

• CFDs: It is a financial tool (Forex, stocks, stock indices, etc) offers investors a change 

in the main value of the asset without buying the main implicit assets. 

• client or Client: Every registered person or company has to submit an application to 

open an account that "Caveo" agrees on, and every person checked out this 

conditions, understand it, and signed an application to open an account on his own 

or as an authorized representative to sign for individuals or entities. 

• Dereliction notification: It is a notification sent by "Caveo" to client when a situation 

of dereliction happens according to item 11 stated in these conditions. 

• Floating Balance: Equals net total modified deposits according to realized and 

unrealized profits and losses (Floating) on opened and closed deals, amount of 

floating balance will be changed if client has open deals, the floating balance is for 

evaluating the available margin against opened deals and new prospective ones 

which client could wish to implement.

• Financial Tools: These are contracts of trading currency pairs, CFDs, derivatives of 

other contracts, securities, and stocks. Financial tools include cash, securities, bonds, 

mutual investments, optional deals, other financial tools, and related contracts, either 

certified or not, and ready for current or prospective delivery. 

• Case of force majeure Any case in item 25 stated in these conditions.

• Free Margin: Funds in client's account which are not used for opening contracts, and 

are the floating balance minus the margin. 

• Order with the limited price: A sell or buy order for assets with a certain price or 

implementing the order within certain price limitations. 

• Margin: The funds used by the client to open contracts (as indicated in the product 

specifications) and according to what item 6 states.

• Margin Level: Floating Balance / Margin. 

• Order with market price: A sell or buy order with market price. 
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• Market: Executor brokers, security markets, and Liquidity providers or banks which 

supply trade prices.

• Marginal business operations CFDs, instant foreign exchange contracts, precious metals 

contracts, or any other business operation subject to the margin. 

• Party: Any party stated in these conditions. 

• Product specifications: all information about financial tools the company offers related 

to requirements of margin, CFDs, etc. Product specifications can be changed any 

time according to market conditions with or without sending a notification to the 

client.

• Risk Disclosure Statements: The statement is according to what specified in item 36 in 

these conditions. 

• Services: All products and services that the platform offers now or in the future. 

• Spread: The spread between purchase price and sell price for financial tools at the 

same moment. 

• Stop loss order: It is a buy or sell order for financial tools with market price whenever 

traded in assets/financial tools with a specific price, which is called the limited price, 

and be activated whenever the current price reaches the order price, and the limited 

price could be an order for one day or a valid order until it is cancelled or any 

other form of a customized order. 

• Close account: It is the state of the account when the opened deals get closed by 

force from the company with the current prices. 

• Other Suppliers: Any entity provides information or services to the platform, including 

other suppliers, for example, but not limited to, Bloomberg, Reuters.

• Business Operation: Any kind of current operations in client's account.  

• Activating Order: It is request to implement a sell or buy order either instantly or as 

pending. and the order is activated when the current price reaches the desired price.   

• Execute the Order: The price which the order is executed on after activating the 

order, and in case of quick moves in market, orders may not be executed according 

to the activation price, and the activation could be done on the nearest available 

price from activation price.  

 

III.4. Trade decision with marginal products

Before proceeding in trade with marginal products or in dealing with "Caveo" you have 

the responsibility of corrupted products. 

Please see the following points: 
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i. "Caveo" doesn't offer tips of any kind, and all trade operations are based on 

execution only, the client approves that "Caveo" representatives aren't committed 

to offer Consulting on investing or trade or taxes or seeking applications, and every 

decision that the client takes must be based on personal estimation of the client 

only according to his financial conditions and investing goals.  

ii. "Caveo" offers the pricing table of provided products and this is an inalienable 

right for the company as price of execution for deals and services provided by 

the company.  

 

III.5. Commitment of paying for trades, debits and other debts 

client commits to pay any amount of money to "Caveo" related to any current or 

prospective trade or a debit, or a margin call or any other commitment registered in 

the account, including for example, but not limited to, any shortage or gap in the 

account in case of partial or total liquidation of the account, and the client agrees on 

paying all this obligations instantly to "Caveo" at the request of the latter, in case that 

"Caveo" confined an amount in the account and the balance wasn't enough to cover 

the amounts due payment by the client to "Caveo", then "Caveo" has the right according 

to its estimation without any commitment to liquidate part or all of the client financial 

positions in any of his accounts either it's an individual or mutual accounts (including 

"Caveo" right to approve clearing in business operations) any time, and in any market 

and by the mean that "Caveo" sees it as appropriate without prior notification to the 

client, and the client approves on having the responsibility of any financial shortage in 

the account and paying the needed value instantly to "Caveo" and this shortage could 

be due to liquidation or stays after the liquidation process, in case that client delayed 

to pay any financial shortage in the account, then an additional amount will be confined 

on the debit and the client must pay it to "Caveo". 

III.6. Cash Margin and its protection 

The client should have enough cash in his account to cover margin changes and 

requirements, also the client can transfer money any time, including when the margin 

level in his account at "Caveo" reaches 50% or less than the margin that "Caveo" imposes 

as specified in the product descriptions, if the client fails or delayed to transfer money, 

"Caveo" can cancel any entry like operations under execution which is registered in the 

client's account and/or reject any new operation. In this case "Caveo" won't be 

responsible for any losses or burdens or other actions as a result of cancelling those 

operations. The client has always the responsibility of making sure that there is enough 
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margin in his account, and "Caveo" won't call or notify the client in any mean when 

margin level became near 50% or reaches 50% or less than 50%. 

In this case, "Caveo" will not bear the responsibility of any losses or damages or expenses 

or any other action as a result of cancelling operations under execution, and "Caveo" 

will not commit to the client to pay any amount of money as a result of cancelling any 

current operation, and any balance in the account (referred to as "The balance") will 

stay until "Caveo" receives a written request to withdraw the balance by the client 

(referred to as "withdraw request") , and when "Caveo" received the withdraw request, 

the balance will be reverted to the client after dealing with profits and losses, and 

"Caveo" will cut off any transfer fees from the balance before reverting it to the client.  

 

III.7. Commitment to pay procurementcosts

The client approves to pay and commit to pay costs and reasonable expenses of any 

nature (including for example, but not limited to, the legal fees) which "Caveo" burdens 

in procurement any debited balance from the account/accounts. 

 

III.8. Liquidation

When a dereliction happens (according to item 11) "Caveo" has the right, according to 

its own estimation and without sending any additional notification to the client in any 

stock market or any market, to close the account instantly and liquidate and terminate 

any agreements with the client, and selling any/all client's assets (whether it is registered 

in client's individual or mutual account, or in the company account) and cancelling any 

pending orders and/or terminate any pending contracts or any other tools, the client 

won't be able then from accessing the platform and proceeding with market orders, 

and he has to pay all the cash margin instantly to "Caveo" which will automatically do 

clearing on all accounts (whether they are individual or mutual accounts or company 

accounts) and business operations, the client can recover any remaining amount after 

"Caveo" retrieves all its rights, and the client also must pay "Caveo" the amount of money 

related to all reasonable legal fees and other professional fees which "Caveo" burdens 

related to the shortage case or the resulted actions, the client burdens all resulted losses 

that affects the client's financial positions or resulted from liquidation, if "Caveo" executed 

an operation and the client doesn't have enough money, "Caveo" will then has the right 

without notifying the client to liquidate any related trades and the client will burden any 

losses as a result of this liquidation as well as all related expenses and fees and will not 

have the right to gain any profit resulted from this liquidation when a dispute arises on 

price of liquidation or failure to connecting or any other issues that could ban the 

operations.
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III.9. Dereliction Cases

Dereliction cases happen (referred to as "Dereliction Case") in the following situations:  

III.9.1. As for institutions any case of the stated cases in paragraphs from (i) to (x) 

explained below could happen: 

III.9.2. As for individuals any case of the stated cases in paragraphs (ii), (i), and (v), 

and paragraphs from (vii) to (xi) explained below could happen: 

i. In the event of adverse market movement lead to low level of margin in the 

client's account less than 50%, all operations will be closed on the current market 

price and all outstanding operations can be canceled, It is the responsibility of 

the client alone control of his account and to make sure that sufficient funds in 

the account at all times to assume various possible losses that result from adverse 

price movement including large and unexpected price movement.  

ii. The client fails to comply with its obligations or its performance under these 

conditions.  

iii. The client shall initiate a voluntary case or take another action with a view to 

seeking or proposal of the liquidation or restructuring or settlement or reconciliation 

shield from bankruptcy or freezing or is variously termed a moratorium or any 

similar assistant in the client or its debts under any bankruptcy or insolvency law 

or regulatory law or regulatory or any similar law (including any institutional or 

otherwise act can be applied to the client in the event of insolvency proceedings) 

or with a view to seeking the appointment of a trustee, a manager, a receiver, 

a liquidator, or any similar employee (i.e. the "Guardian" of each of these labels) 

or the reconciliationto avoid bankruptcy. 

iv. The client shall initiate a non-voluntary case or take another action with a view 

to seeking or proposal of the liquidation or restructuring or settlement or 

reconciliation shield from bankruptcy or freezing or is variously termed a moratorium 

or any similar assistant in the client or its debts under any bankruptcy or insolvency 

law or regulatory law or regulatory or any similar law (including any institutional 

or otherwise act can be applied to the client in the event of insolvency 

proceedings) or with a view to seeking the appointment guardian of the client 

or any of his assets.  

v. The client is unable to pay his debts in date or in case of bankruptcy or insolvency 

as defined under the law of bankruptcy or insolvency law applicable to the client 

or the failure to pay any debts back to the client in the maturity date or 

announcement could be made at any time of the maturity of this debt should 
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be repaid under the conventions or documents that prove this debt before the 

date of entitlement and the necessity of performing direct or any measures of 

implementation or ticket to the debtor to others or retention of the whole or part 

of the client assets (both tangible and intangible) or the owner of the real estate 

assignment takes on the full assets of the client or part of it, or in the case of 

individuals raise a petition for bankruptcy against the client and do not intend to 

reply or avoided or restricted or Off within 30 days of the submission of the 

petition.  

vi. The client cancels or if attending depends on the registration form, registration is 

removed or terminated or initiate any action to pursue or suggestion to cancel 

the registration or remove it or terminate it.  

vii. "Caveo" considers that it is necessary or desirable to protect or to avoid (what 

"Caveo" considers at its absolute discretion) prejudice to any applicable law or 

regulation or good standards of market practice, this may include strange 

commercial activity by the client or the adoption of strategies aimed at exploiting 

the wrong quotations or generally considers acted in bad faith.  

viii. Any statement or guarantee the client accomplish or submit or considered to be 

accomplished or submitted under this Convention or any commercial operation it 

appears as false or misleading essentially from the time of completion or submission 

or considered as well.  

ix. Any act done or happened so that "Caveo" considers it has adversely affected 

the ability of the client to perform any of his obligations under this Agreement or 

any commercial operation.  

x. In the case of (1) according to what is specified in subparagraphs (i) to (ix) (if 

the client is an institution) or in subparagraphs(v), (ii), and (i), or from (vii) to (xi) 

(if the client is an individual) mentioned above under one or several agreements 

or approved documents between the client and any party (including the "Caveo") 

(referred to as "another agreement"), (2) or when the occurrence of a case that 

constitutes a dereliction (however described) under any other agreement.  

xi. If the client is an individual, the death of the client or the declaration of restrictions 

or cancellation on the legal eligibility of the client by decision of the court or the 

occurrence of any other incident would lead to similar consequences.  

 

III.10. Authentications (Account Statement) 

Electronic authentication will be displayed through Caveo exchange system, and the 

client will be able to enter into the authentications through Caveo exchange system, 

also client can see the daily, monthly, or annually reports about his account activity as 
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well as the reports about each process of trade, and the presentation of information on 

the account at your electronic account considered as a delivery of approval and 

account details, and account information will include exchange authentications 

accompanied with operations numbers and selling and buying rates and the approved 

margin and the available amount for margin trade and profits and losses details, as well 

as current opened or pending financial positions and any other information according to 

the rules. 

III.11. Commissions and Fees 

The client agrees to pay commissions of brokerage to "Caveo" as well as the fees and 

other expenses applicable to the account and/or payment due to the use of the services 

by the client. "Caveo"  records directly in the account, any fees and other sums due to 

"Caveo" (referred to as "receivables") by restricting the commissions from the account 

under that, if - at the same time "Caveo" is recording the amount of receivables in the 

debtor's side of the account - not enough to pay the balance of the account 

receivables, client authorizes "Caveo" to sell any assets to cover the dues, and the fees 

and expenses related to "Caveo" that are applicable to the account in the table of 

price differences may be included and adjusted by "Caveo" at any time as determined 

by the company. 

III.12. Funds received

"Caveo" is not liable for any losses and/or damages resulting from the late transfer(s) due 

to circumstances beyond the control of "Caveo". client commits and warrants that any 

third party does not have beneficial ownership over the money that client makes 

available to "Caveo" (Referred to as the "Money") and the Client does not conduct 

commercial exchange for a third party unless the client informs "Caveo" in writing 

otherwise, provided that client:

i. Has publicly stated that it is duly registered and licensed under the laws and 

regulations in force for the conduct of trade on behalf of third parties.  

ii. Has publicly stated and committed that all funds are earmarked for the trade in 

the assets provided from time to time to "Caveo". And "Caveo" shall not be liable 

for the loss of the Client's funds including cases in which the Client's funds and 

assets are held by a third party such as the Bank or Other financial institution.  

 

III.13. No tips on investment, tax or trade exchange

i. Client acknowledges that "Caveo's" representatives are not committed to providing 

advice on investment, tax, trade exchange or solicitation of orders. Other suppliers 
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and stock exchanges shall prepare pricing schedules, market information, news and 

research (referred to as "information") on the platform, each of "Caveo" or other 

suppliers has the accuracy, timeliness or completeness of the information and 

therefore the client must conduct his own research and analysis or seek advice from 

investment advisors. Before taking any investment decisions, the investment decisions 

taken by the private client alone must be based on financial conditions and 

investment objectives.  

ii. The information provided to clients from the platform is owned by "Caveo" and 

other suppliers or licensors, and is protected by the applicable copyright law. Client 

agrees to refrain from copying, retransfer, publish, sell, distribute, broadcast, trade 

or commercially exploits any information without prejudice to prior written consent 

of "Caveo".  

"Caveo" reserves the right to terminate access to information.

The links are provided to the external websites in order to facilitate the task on the 

client and for the visitors of the website exclusively, and does not constitute such links 

electronic recommendation issued by "Caveo" or solicitation of any offer to buy or 

sell financial instruments. 

These links lead to access the third party web sites and independent from "Caveo", 

and "Caveo" does not guarantee the accuracy, timeliness or completeness of any 

information contained on these websites.  

 

III.14. Transfer money to the company

• The transfer of money from abroad by the client shall be effective in the 

designated account within a maximum of one working day from the date of 

receipt of the transfer.

• Upon transfer to "Caveo", the client must transfer from his bank account and 

submit a photocopy of the transfer order to the company. "Caveo" shall record 

in the account / deduct from the account the expenses as applicable when 

making the requested transfer. 

• The money that the company receives is the one that the company has a notice 

to add to the account of the bank and does not rely on the transfer order only 

as evidence of the transfer. 

 

III.15. Internet Service

In the limit of using the internet for gaining details or information by the client or "Caveo",  

then "Caveo" disclaims its liability for the objection of such data or information. "Caveo" 
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does not assume liability and makes no warranty as to access to the Internet Service 

and the speed of service available.  

 

III.16. Credit Check 

Client acknowledges and agrees to the exchange of "Caveo" and certain governmental 

entities and other third parties with client information accompanied by a legal right to 

obtain similar information provided that this right includes "Caveo's" subsidiaries for 

verification and control purposes. The "Caveo" Privacy Statement provides sufficient forms 

for the use of client's personal and credit information (please refer to Section 34 "Privacy 

Statement"). Clients are authorizing "Caveo" to verify their background and credit status 

(and the status of their credit wives if applicable) and a report request to verify The 

validity of information about the identity of the clients and the source of their financial 

payments in order to enable "Caveo" to determine the eligibility of clients to open an 

account and for the purpose of legal acts. Clients are also authorizing "Caveo" to contact 

financial institutions (including "Caveo" subsidiaries) and to use the credit reporting 

agencies as deemed appropriate by "Caveo".  

III.17. Fast Market

The fast market (referred to as the "fast market") is usually characterized by intense 

trading coupled with wide fluctuations during the day with wide fluctuations in the prices 

get quickly. Fast markets are often the result of imbalances in trade orders, for example 

"buy" movements without "selling" or vice versa. Several factors are likely to lead to a 

fast market, eg. News announcements, analyst recommendation, unexpected big events 

and so on. 

The company aims to implement all the transactions at the prices that the client sees 

on his machine at the time the order is placed. The client acknowledges that due to 

the fluctuation of the markets during the activation process, especially during the fast 

markets, the price is subject to change and the company has the right to offer a new 

price to the client. The company will quote a new price for the client and the client 

can either accept and execute the transaction on the basis of this new price or reject 

the latter and cancel the transaction. 

III.18. Records and evidence validity 

"Caveo's" financial records, registry and accounting documents are the sole means of 

proof between the parties. "Caveo" has the right to record telephone calls between the 

client and "Caveo" in connection with its operations with the company, provided that 

these records are kept in files and completed by "Caveo" as evidence and proof of the 
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recorded processes, the client acknowledges the validity of the existing evidence and 

waives the right to challenge the validity of this evidence. Fax correspondence and 

instructions are approved proofs, provided that the copy received by "Caveo" has the 

client's signature. 

"Caveo" may refuse client's instructions in case of doubt about the signature of the 

person who sent the instructions, and agree that "Caveo" has no obligation or 

responsibility, directly or indirectly, to verify the authenticity of the signature outside of 

the routine verification function. 

III.19. Data protection and information disclosure 

i. Client acknowledges and agrees that "Caveo" will process the personal information 

it provides in order to open an account and conduct business transactions for the 

purpose of fulfilling its obligations. 

ii. Data can be stored electronically in other countries, which does not necessarily 

provide adequate protection. "Caveo" will put in place appropriate security 

measures to prevent unauthorized access to personal data and information. 

 

III.20. Use of electronic services

The terms of the electronic services between the client and "Caveo" include the terms 

and conditions that govern the client use of "Caveo's" electronic services. The term 

"electronic services" includes computer, telephone, fax, e-mail, services or wireless devices 

that include all means that contribute to the provision of orders in cooperation with 

"Caveo" financial and non-financial information and the use of all the tools and features 

provided by "Caveo's" platform to the client within the "Caveo" open account (referred 

to as the "Account") and the services and information available through "Caveo" or other 

providers used by "Caveo", the electronic services are made available to the client by 

computer, telephone or wireless transport devices for use on personal computers, home 

or small business, including Internet, modem, computer and network computers as well 

as multiple wireless devices (collectively referred to as "access devices"). The client 

understands that it is in order to perform the electronic services provided by "Caveo", 

including the future services provided by "Caveo", to his satisfaction. The client is solely 

responsible for the electronic tools, software or other technical devices used for the use 

of "Caveo's" electronic services. "Caveo" shall not be liable for any service problems 

resulting from the failure of the client to acquire the technical equipment that suits the 

use of "Caveo's" electronic services to the satisfaction of the client. 
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III.21. Unsecured data 

Client expressly agrees that the use of "Caveo's" electronic services shall be at his own 

risk. Caveo, its directors, employees, officers, agents, contractors, brokers, subsidiaries, 

other suppliers, information providers, licensors or other suppliers providing data, 

information or services (collectively referred to as "Distributers") doesn't guarantee that e-

services will not be interrupted or will be free from errors. Neither Caveo nor any of the 

distributors shall provide any guarantee as to the results obtained from the use of Caveo's 

electronic services, or in relation to the sequence, accuracy, completeness or reliability 

of the content of the information or services or commercial operations provided by one 

of Caveo's electronic services. Electronic services are provided on the basis of their 

availability without making any warranties of any kind, either express or implied, including 

but not limited to warranties regarding the validity of marketing and fitness for special 

purposes other than the guarantees contained in the laws applicable in this agreement 

or which may be subject to exclusion, restriction or modification under the above-

mentioned laws.  

III.22. Updated and corrected reports and information 

Caveo may receive recent market reports that convey the status of the business 

operations, and accordingly the account is subject to recent reports related to orders 

that the client has not previously reached or has reached after it has expired or been 

canceled or executed. The client acknowledges that (i) any errors in reporting Or in the 

posting including errors in the implementation price will be corrected to reflect what is 

actually happening in the market. (2) and to receive the price that actually carried out 

in the market. The client may receive the price which is different from the price displayed 

on the client's input device when the client submits the order. Client agrees to accept 

all conditions including indirect or consequential damages resulting from similar errors. 

III.23. Passing orders system

Caveo passes all transactions without exception and undertakes to provide proof of this 

upon request: 

i. All orders are executed on the basis of "First registered, served first". 

ii. A command-line routing system is protected. When you enter a command for a 

client in the system and move it to an executable, the client's identity remains 

anonymous. 

iii. In addition, the company has the evaluation of providing the best execution order 

routing option through which the company's system seeks the best prices available 

to the client order without any warranty from the company.
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III.24. Restrictions on exchange

Neither Caveo nor any of the distributors shall be deemed to have received any 

instructions or orders from the client until Caveo actually notices such instructions or orders 

and their contents. Client must submit orders using Caveo's electronic services. The client 

acknowledges that, from time to time, Caveo may, at its sole discretion, but for justified 

reasons and without prior notice, refuse client's instructions or orders, terminate the 

Electronic Services Agreement, or prevent or restrict its ability to trade a specific financial 

instrument in client's account. Caveo assumes no responsibility for any losses or missed 

opportunities or increased commissions may result from the inability of a client to trade 

these financial instruments or products or the client's inability to provide certain types of 

trading orders through electronic services or telephone or may result from an end to this 

electronic services agreement or lock account. 

III.25. Agreements with third parties 

Client acknowledges and agrees that access to the services of other suppliers may be 

immediately revoked if the agreement between Caveo and the third related vendor is 

terminated for any reason whatsoever. Client acknowledges and agrees that he is 

Caveo's client and not a third party's client or other person who owns a business 

relationship with Caveo as in the case of business acquaintances. Client acknowledges 

that Caveo is not responsible for the behavior and conduct of the business identifier and 

/ or its partners in the management of the account or data or of the business identifier.  

III.26. Transfer of records and electronic communications 

Caveo provides for the purpose of ensuring the effectiveness of exchange confirmations, 

account data, records and other communications in electronic format (collectively 

referred to as "records and electronic communications") that transmits records and 

electronic communications through the platform to the client's account or sent to his e-

mail address. Client must keep a valid email address and the software necessary to 

read, send and receive e-mails in order to receive emails sent by Caveo. 

Client acknowledges that data, including records and electronic communications, may 

be accessed by unauthorized third parties when transferred between client and Caveo 

or any subsidiary thereof via the Internet, other network call centers, telephone and other 

electronic means. The Client agrees to use the software produced by third parties, 

including but not limited to browser software to support the security of data transmitted 

through computer networks or wireless communication centers, including, but not limited 

to, the Internet. Caveo does not bear any responsibility nor make any commitments or 
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warranties with respect to accessing any service of Internet services and the speed of 

this service and its availability. 

By entering into this Agreement, client agrees to receive records and electronic 

communications associated with the Agreement and all related business processes and 

transactions with Caveo, including confirmations, account statements, messages and 

notices of any kind as required under the Agreement. The client also agrees that records 

and electronic communications shall be considered original documents for the purposes 

of any applicable law and agrees that records and electronic communications shall 

constitute valid evidence of the data contained in this Agreement. All incoming 

connections to the e-mail address of the client are considered to be personally sent 

whether or not they have actually been received. 

Client shall promptly notify Caveo of any change to his email address via: 

i. Use of e-mail change procedures by Caveo's electronic services.  

ii. Contact Caveo's client service department at accounts@caveo.com.kw for more 

details.  

 

III.27. Client responsibility for the identification card 

Caveo assigns one user ID to each account. The client must select one number or one 

code or other serial number of at least six symbols, such as the login code, which can 

access the account (referred to as "password") and a personal identification number. In 

the case of a joint account or a company account, all holders of the joint account / 

company are the joint owners of the user ID of the account, password and personal 

identification number. Each account holder is responsible for using the user's ID card and 

maintaining its confidentiality as well as using the password including but not limited to. 

You are responsible for all orders that you or any third party duly authorized to enter 

into your account with the purpose of using your User ID, Password and Personal 

Identification Number to trade. Client acknowledges that Caveo can not detect whether 

another person has already used or is currently using a User ID, Password or PIN. Any 

use of the User ID, Password and / or Personal Identification Number is considered as 

authorized by the client to control the assets in the account. The client shall be responsible 

for any similar use and shall store any information such as a User ID or Password on the 

PC or on several personal computers and / or the password and can report an 

unauthorized access to his account by sending an email notification to the client Service 

department at the following address accounts@caveo.com.kwand client shall indemnify 

Caveo and other suppliers for any account responsibilities associated with the authorized 

or unauthorized use of the User ID, Password and / or Personal Identification Number. 
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III.28. Account control and responsibility for account accuracy

Client agrees that Caveo may monitor and / or record any electronic communications 

or otherwise made between client and Caveo. Client agrees and expressly accepts that 

the use of the Services and all communication between client and Caveo from Caveo's 

side through the use of tracking technology is monitored or recorded, but it is not the 

obligation of Caveo to monitor the account for credit or other purposes. Client allows 

Caveo to use the information obtained by the latter to monitor and record client's 

activity with Caveo for any commercial purpose as Caveo believes necessary as 

permitted by law (please refer to the "Privacy Statement"). 

The client accepts full responsibility for monitoring his account at all times and the client 

agrees in particular to monitor each open order until Caveo confirms to the client the 

execution or cancellation of the order. The client must install his account and verify the 

accuracy of the orders provided and immediately notify Caveo via telephone / email 

of any conflict he may discover himself. Client also agrees to inform Caveo immediately 

via telephone / email if:

• The client did not find on the specified web page or in the site of the software a 

precise record indicating that a previous order was canceled, modified or processed 

and / or completed. 

• Client did not receive an accurate confirmation of execution.  

• The client received confirmation of an order and / or report on the execution of the 

business transaction that the client did not provide.  

• Client finds inaccurate information in account balances, confirmations, asset centers, 

or on the date of the transaction. 

Client shall be exempted from any commitment or liability with respect to claims relating 

to the management or loss of the Order in the event that client fails to notify Caveo 

immediately, within a maximum of two business days in all cases by telephone or e-mail, 

of any such occurrence. In the event that Caveo confirms the execution or cancellation 

by mistake and the client's delay in an unacceptable manner in reporting the error, 

Caveo may, at its sole discretion, 

i. Such execution or cancellation executed by mistake shall be deemed duly 

authorized by the client who accepts the trade exchange.  

All account data are considered to be acceptable and accurate one month after the 

date of issue unless the client checks within one month the accuracy of the statement 

of account and Caveo is duly notified of the enough evidence that supports the 
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presumption made by the client. Client acknowledges and agrees that Caveo may 

modify the Account to correct an error. Client agrees to immediately return to Caveo 

without the cost of any assets recorded in the Account by mistake and not due to 

client. 

III.29. Requests for cancellation and amendment

Client agrees that Caveo can not guarantee that his request to cancel or amend the 

order he has already made is effective, regardless of whether this request is filed prior 

to receipt of notification of the execution or failure to execute the order. Client 

acknowledges that the cancellation or modification required for a prior order will not be 

carried out unless Caveo has sufficient time to send the request to the relevant market. 

Unless the market receives the stated application and matches the application with the 

order submitted by the client before it is executed. Caveo does not undertake to match 

the client's request for cancellation or modification with the advance order it has given, 

regardless of whether the market itself receives this request before the order is executed 

or not. Client acknowledges that the cancellation or modification required for the 

Advance Order will not be effective and that it will not be assumed that his advance 

order has been canceled or modified unless or until notice of cancellation or amendment 

has been issued by Caveo. In case the client submits orders or makes a decision or 

performs an activity related to his application for cancellation or amendment before 

receipt of notice of cancellation or amendment issued by Caveo. The Client will be at 

his own risk and agree that neither Caveo nor any of the distributors in any way will be 

responsible for any expenses or losses incurred as a result of this act (including but not 

limited to damages for lost profits or trade losses) .

It may be difficult or impossible during the fast markets to cancel or modify the orders 

of the client. In the event that the client is in the fast market, there may be a big 

difference in the price he receives before or during the order, as in the execution price 

he receives. But "limited price orders" (i.e. orders where the price that the client intends 

to pay for the sale or purchase of securities is identified) may be available at a certain 

price in the fast market. Client acknowledges and agrees that in the event that it is not 

possible to cancel or amend the Order, he must comply with its original order. The client 

also acknowledges that it may result from attempts to modify, cancel or replace the 

order an excessive execution of the order or execution of dual orders and thus will 

assume responsibility for all similar implementation processes. Caveo's secured passing 

orders system is subject to the safety and protection system. 

When the client's order is recorded in Caveo's system and transferred to the execution, 

the client's identity remains anonymous. The client acknowledges that Caveo has the 
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absolute discretion to adopt the command-pass option to ensure the best execution of 

one order after the other, as the Caveo system tries to find the best conditions available 

for the client's order. Caveo does not undertake or ensure that each order the client 

makes will be executed at the best advertised price. Caveo may not have access to 

any market where a particular product is traded, which can be traded in other orders 

prior to the order of the client and drain the available volume at the advertised price. 

Exchanges or market owners may not comply with the stated prices.

III.30. Caveo's ability to end e-services 

Caveo reserves the right to terminate client access to its electronic services or any part 

thereof (including but not limited to information) at its sole discretion, without giving 

notice and without limitation for any reason whatsoever. Caveo may terminate client 

access to the Electronic Services for reasons including but not limited to unauthorized 

use of the User ID / Password or breach of the Agreement and the interruption of 

Caveo's access to any other information or data provided by the Information Provider 

or termination of an agreement or number of agreements between Caveo and its 

affiliates, Caveo and / or its affiliates shall not be liable to the client for termination of 

its access to Caveo's electronic services. 

III.31. License to use the software and related restrictions  

Caveo grants the client a non-exclusive and immovable license to use proprietary 

software provided by the third party and / or its subsidiary to communicate with the 

system (referred to as the "Software") exclusively as provided in this Agreement and client 

accepts the stated license. The legal right in the Software for the Third Party and / or 

the Affiliate shall be exclusive, including but not limited to all applicable rights to patents, 

copyrights and trademarks. The Client shall not secure, protect, or transfer the Software 

to others, client shall not copy, modify, translate, decompile or otherwise modify the 

Software to be readable, modify, or use the Software to create derivative works that are 

subject to any updates or Replacements, revisions, enhancements, additions or 

conversions in the software provided by Caveo to the client as provided for in the 

Agreement. 

III.32. Amendments

The agreement may be amended by Caveo on the basis of a written notice to the 

client, provided that Caveo sends written notification to him in writing with effective 

dates via e-mail or notice. The client and Caveo shall legally commit to amend, 

regardless of whether: 
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1) The client actually received the email from Caveo or did not receive it.  

2) The client has received permission to amend or receive the email or notice issued by 

Caveo or not. In the event that client doesn't agree to amendments made by 

Caveo, he shall immediately notify Caveo via email at client Service department 

accounts@caveo.com.kwand immediately discontinue the use of Caveo Services 

except as necessary for account closure. 

  

III.33. Privacy Statement and Information Protection

The Company takes substantial precautions to protect information for existing and former 

clients or those who have dealt with them.

III.33.1 The Company may not sell information to third parties:

 The Company may not sell client Information to third parties or license third parties to 

do so in favor of other companies. However, the Company shall notify the Client in 

advance if the data license is required for third parties.

III.33.2 Protection of information is a priority of the company:

The Company applies several policies and practices that are designed to protect the 

privacy of client information. The Company regularly evaluates these policies to provide 

protection for client information.

III.33.3 Collect client details via business channels:

The company collects its client data to facilitate client work while providing adequate 

services and increasing productivity. The company collects and records the following 

information about clients:

i. The data recorded in the account opening request and other forms provided by 

the client to the company. 

ii. Trading data provided by the client through the company's website. 

iii. Credit information to verify client information related to his identity and to 

determine the client's credit standing. 

iv. Information regarding the client's work and place of residence. 

 

III.33.4 Information sent to others

Some information may be sent to the supervisory / regulatory authorities under the 

prevailing laws.
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III.33.5 The Company takes into account the highest standards of accuracy:

The accuracy of client details and the clients themselves are of equal importance to 

the company. For this purpose, the Company provides its clients with information about 

their accounts through trading notices and telephone bill statements through client 

relations staff or online through the Company's website. If you have any questions about 

the accuracy of your statement, please contact the company immediately.

 

III.34. Risk Disclosure Statement

Dealing with the assets provided by Caveo Financial Brokerage (Products) entails a range 

of risks such as market risk, hedge and speculative risk, including the risk of selling 

borrowed securities, frequent trading known as daily exchange, long hours trading, 

execution risk, technology, product risk, currency risk, Risk of accounting, credit risk, foreign 

country risk, risk of lack of regulatory control, financial leverage and tax risks. Investment 

in assets requires an understanding of the nature of financial activities in general and a 

deep knowledge of the nature of assets and risks resulting from this investment and the 

financial ability to withstand the expected losses that could be incurred as a result of 

investment in assets. 

Prior to dealing with Caveo, the client must combine with the nature of the financial 

activities and investment in assets and with the risks resulting from them, and get 

appropriate advice in terms of legal, financial, commercial, accounting, tax and other 

factors that should be considered when investing in assets. You should not rely on the 

advice provided by Caveo brokerage staff when investing in assets. The provisions 

contained in this Statement and the provisions of the terms of the Exchange do not 

constitute a full explanation of all risks arising from the investment in the Products. The 

Client shall be solely based on his own assessment of the studied investment. 

The Client acknowledges that there is no guarantee whatsoever to be given by Caveo 

for financial intermediation in respect of the distribution of profits and / or proceeds on 

capital invested in assets. 

Some assets may be similar to derivatives, so volatile that they are subject to changes 

in the original asset value. The client may also be required to deposit a margin prior to 

commencing his business with Caveo Brokerage. Trading in Derivative Financial Instruments 

will allow the client to raise his / her investment by paying part of the required capital 

while continuing to be fully exposed to the actual price fluctuations of the asset. The 

client should calculate the limit to which the actual asset value should be so that his 

position becomes profitable taking into account all the costs of business operations. 

The value of a derivative financial instrument may be affected by a number of factors, 

such as the level of interest rates and the actual asset price and volatility. It will also be 
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exposed to risks associated with the nature of the actual asset and the client should 

therefore be involved with these risks before engaging in any derivative business 

transaction. 

Some strategies are used to mitigate the risk to the client as he enters into a derivative 

business process. These strategies may not be effective under certain circumstances. 

Strategies using a combination of centers may be as risky as taking simple "long" or 

"short" positions. Commercial hedging may require continuous monitoring, and failure to 

properly monitor the trade hedge may result in a non-coverage or over-coverage of the 

transaction and may result in losses. The client should monitor his transactions and not 

rely on Caveo brokerage to take over the job. The client also acknowledges that a stop 

loss does not imply that the derivative financial instrument is closed at that price or the 

instrument is closed. 

Selling order with market price or with limited price doesn't mean implied that the 

derivative financial instrument will be closed or executed by that price or even means 

that it will stand or be implemented. 

Trading with Caveo Brokerage requires a deal with Caveo Brokerage as an exclusive 

counterparty. Caveo does not guarantee that it will be able to cover its deals at all 

times and thus investors are likely to be exposed to Caveo's credit risk. Caveo's financial 

brokerage system is not a stock market or an exchange in itself.

Because the transactions held for clients are not transferable to third parties. Investments 

in assets are not subject to insurance under any insurance program. 

The undersigned hereby certify that he has received a copy of the Risk Disclosure 

Statement and has read and reviewed its contents. 

III.35. The majeure force  

Client acknowledges and agrees that Caveo shall not be liable for any liabilities, costs, 

damages or losses resulting directly or indirectly from Force majeure cases, including but 

not limited to government restrictions, swap or market terms, suspension or delay of 

Commercial exchange operations, outbreak of war, civil unrest, earthquakes, strikes, 

malfunction preparations or lines of communication and unauthorized access, theft or 

any other problem, technical or otherwise, that the suspension of the client to implement 

any request or cancellation or amendments to it or may prevent "Caveo" from work in 

accordance to orders or electronic instructions or any cases or other circumstances 

beyond the control of "Caveo".  
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III.36. Compensation 

Client agrees to defend, indemnify or hold harmless from Caveo and / or its affiliates 

against any and all claims, losses, costs and expenses (including but not limited to 

attorneys' fees) arising out of client's breach of this Agreement, governmental laws, or 

the rights of any third party including, but not limited to, copyright infringement, 

infringement of the right to own, and infringement of the privacy right. This obligation will 

remain effective after the termination of this Agreement.  

III.37. System crashes

Client acknowledges and agrees that there are risks associated with the occurrence of 

failures in the electronic trading system or component thereof. If the system or any 

component fails, the client may not be able to execute new orders or commands for a 

certain period of time or modify or cancel previously executed orders. A system failure 

or component may result in the loss of orders or the priority of their implementation. The 

Company shall not be responsible or any third party related in any way to any failure 

in its electronic trading system or any breakdowns of the system component and orders.\ 

III.38. Exemption of liability

The termination of this Agreement shall not relieve the Account Holder (s) of any liability 

or obligation relating to the transactions executed until the termination of the Agreement 

regardless of whether the claims were made before or after the termination.

 

III.39. Liability limits of the company

The client agrees and acknowledges that the Company shall not be liable for any 

damages, whether direct or indirect, arising from the use of these Services, including but 

not limited to damages resulting from loss of capital or loss of margin of profit or loss 

realized or unrealized, the volatility of financial markets, the improper use of services, 

unauthorized access to third parties, erroneous registration for the purchase or sale of 

orders or any other order relating to the Services. In no event shall the Company's 

obligation exceed the higher commission and monthly fees paid by the Client to the 

Company during the period of the dispute regardless of the amount of the client's 

compensation.

 

III.40. Applicable law and jurisdiction

This Agreement and all non-contractual obligations arising therefrom or related thereto 

shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Kuwait. 
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Client agrees that any dispute arising out of this Agreement between the Company and 

client shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts of the State of Kuwait. 

If any dispute arises from or in connection with the entry into force of this Agreement, 

the identified person agrees that he will try to settle this dispute through friendly 

negotiations or custom mediation before resorting to any other dispute settlement 

instrument. If a legally binding settlement of such a dispute is not reached through 

friendly negotiations or mediation within 2 months from the date of the written notification 

of the dispute by any party, the dispute is subject to the jurisdiction of the courts of the 

State of Kuwait. 

III.41. Taxes and Settlement of Obligations

The Company shall not be responsible for any taxes or charges payable in or in 

connection with the assets or other assets of the Client or for the management or any 

increase or decrease in the value of the assets or other assets of the Client. All amounts 

paid by the Client to the Company under this Agreement shall be free of any deduction 

or deduction for any tax unless the client is legally required to provide such amounts 

subject to deduction or withholding of the tax. In such case, the amount payable by 

the client associated with the deduction or the tax shall be kept to the extent necessary 

to ensure that after such deduction or attachment (including any deduction or reservation 

applicable to the additional amounts due under this condition), the Company shall 

receive and retain (without any obligation relating to such deduction or retention) a net 

amount that received and kept like that, as if the deduction or seizure had not been or 

was not required to be done. Without prejudice to the above provisions, the Company 

is required to pay any amounts due to the tax (other than the Company's profit tax) or 

calculated by reference to any amount received or receivable under this Agreement 

from the Company, the client shall, at the request of the Company, without delay, 

compensate the Company for such amount or obligation together with any interest, 

penalties or expenses payable or incurred in connection with this matter. The Company 

shall have the right to settle any obligation due from the Client to this Agreement or 

any other arrangements or contracts whatsoever (to the extent that is reasonably 

beneficial to the Company) from the Account and its assets, regardless of the place of 

payment or currency. If the obligations are in different currencies, the company is entitled 

to convert the obligation to the foreign exchange market price in its normal course of 

business for the purpose of settlement. The Company shall also be entitled to apply any 

amount received by it or for the benefit of the Client or any assets in the Account as 

part or in the payment of any amount due from the Client under this Agreement or any 

other arrangements or contracts. 
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III.42. Concessions

This Agreement shall be effective for the successors of the Company and the assignee 

(by merger, integration or otherwise). Clients give the Company the right to transfer 

ownership of their account to any successor company or other institution. The Client may 

not assign any rights or obligations of this Agreement or any interest in his account to 

any third party without the prior written consent of the Company. 

III.43. Independence of provisions

If any provision of this Agreement becomes void or unenforceable by a decision of a 

court or an official or an informal body, this provision shall become ineffective to the 

extent that such invalidity does not affect the rest of that provision or the other provisions 

of this agreement.

 

III.44. Titles are descriptive

The title of each provision of this Agreement is for descriptive purposes only and does 

not modify or qualify any rights or obligations set out in each provision. 

 

III.45. Client details

Client acknowledges and undertakes the following:

i. That the application for opening the account submitted is an integral part by way 

of reference to this Agreement. 

ii. All information contained in the Company's account opening application is correct 

and complete. 

iii. In the event that a change is required in any information provided by the client in 

the account opening request, the client agrees to make the appropriate changes 

to the client's account by following the procedures available on the company's 

website or contacting the company for further instructions. Client authorizes the 

Company to conduct inquiries as it deems appropriate, at any time, to validate 

the client's information. 

 

III.46. A partner stumbled  

Caveo's trading system is unique in that it passes all transactions without the intervention 

of a human element, thus guaranteeing the client a neutral trading policy. To successfully 

implement this, Caveo's trading system is linked to a number of financial institutions with 

which Caveo has agreements. Client operations are covered directly and if a bank or 
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financial partner fails, this is disclosed directly to the affected clients. Caveo handles all 

costs related to the courts and international cases to secure these amounts to clients. 

III.47. E-mail is the official correspondence 

The e-mail is the method of the official correspondence, but not the only, from the 

company to the client and the from the client to the company, and therefore the client 

must follow the email periodically to receive special alerts from the company and the 

client acknowledges that if he did not request to modify the email or add Caveo to 

the list of email allowing that he has seen all correspondence by Caveo and is responsible 

for any conduct resulting from such correspondence. 

 

III.48. Confidential email addresses

The company uses the email addresses of its clients to provide them with information 

that facilitates their dealings with the company. The company also provides other e-mail 

services such as new releases, stock market announcements, etc. The company may also 

use the client's e-mail address to provide information on products, new services or 

investment opportunities that may attract client attention.

 

III.49. In case of complaint

In case there is a compaint against the company, please send an email to 

wecare@caveo.com.kw 

 

III.50. Period of agreement and dissolution

This Agreement shall be in effect for an indefinite period unless terminated by either 

party by prior written notice within three working days of the other party. The termination 

of this Agreement does not relieve the Client of any obligation or responsibility relating 

to any trads or transactions made up to the date of termination. If the contract is 

terminated, the Company shall be entitled to close all open product orders in the Client's 

account and cancel all pre-defined automatic suspended orders.  

III.51. Full Agreement 

These terms and all other agreements between client and Caveo and any terms or 

conditions provided on the platform or in account statements and trade exchange 

statements provided to client constitute the complete agreement concluded between 

Caveo and clients who have not provided any statements or warranties other than those 

data and guarantees expressly provided for in this agreement.  
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III.52. Data and guarantees 

The Client shall confirm publicly and undertake to "Caveo for financial brokerage" as of 

the date of entry into force of these Terms and each time the Client enters into a 

business transaction under these Terms by the following: 

i. Shall have the powers to save and practice his rights and perform or fulfill his 

obligations under these Terms and under any related agreement and any 

commercial transaction concluded under these Terms and shall take all necessary 

measures to allow the practice and execution of these Terms and any related 

agreement and other documents related to these Terms where the client is one 

of the parties.  

ii. Its obligations under these terms are in force, binding and enforceable and will 

not, at present or in the future, violate the terms of any system, order, duty or 

agreement to which the client is bound.  

iii. Any financial statement or other information provided to Caveo at any time by or 

on behalf of the client is correct and correct to the client's knowledge and is not 

misleading in any material respects and Caveo is entitled to rely on these financial 

statements and information.  

iv. Client has obtained all necessary approvals, licenses and declarations to:  

1- Shall be able to save and practice his rights and perform his obligations and 

comply with these terms and any transaction, contract, or trade subject to these 

terms.  

2- Ensure that such obligations are legal, enforceable and applicable and that all 

approvals, authorizations and declarations shall remain in effect.  

v. There has been no dereliction (as in item 11) or any potential dereliction (i.e. any 

situation that may be impossible to dereliction) or continue with respect to the 

client.  

vi. Shall have full title to all margin and collateral provided to Caveo or transferred 

to it free of any pre-existing security interest whatsoever other than a mortgage 

that is routinely imposed on all securities in the Debt Clearing System where 

securities are held.  

vii. Shall know with certainty that in the event that the business process is not 

liquidated, then the delivery obligations under this business transaction shall be 

complied with in accordance with the terms of the applicable process and 

regulations and these conditions. 
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III.53. Miscellaneous provisions

i. In no event shall Caveo be liable to the Client for any action, laxity or regulatory 

authority, or for any reason whatsoever in relation to any party other than Caveo. 

ii. Client acknowledges and confirms that he has read and understood the terms 

and conditions of these Terms and has agreed to its terms and conditions in 

English.  

iii. Caveo may discontinue brokerage services to client at any time.  

iv. The client may close his account only if all the financial positions have been closed 

in the account and have paid all amounts owed to Caveo.  

v. The money will not be paid to the client before paying all the client's financial 

positions.  

vi. Caveo's failure to save any of its rights and any legal compensation under these 

Terms shall not constitute a waiver of its right or remedy.  

vii. Client financial positions deposited with Caveo are not transferable to a third party.  

viii. He did not insure on investments in the products offered by Caveo on the platform 

under any insurance program.  

ix. Caveo does not guarantee coverage of the client's financial positions at all times 

and thus investors are likely to be exposed to Caveo's credit risk. 

x. All notices provided under this Agreement shall be sent to the client or to Caveo 

to the email address specified by Caveo for each party of the Agreement.  

Acknowledgment, acceptance and approval, hereby I acknowledge and agree:

I am the undersigned _________________________________________ ،

That I have read all the 53 terms and conditions stated above and all attachments, all of which 

are XX pages. I am fully aware and understand and have satisfactory explanations and answers 

to all my inquiries and questions from the company.  Accordingly, I hereby acknowledge and 

accept that these terms and conditions together with the appendices attached thereto or the 

appendices to be attached (including but not limited to: Trading Policy Appendix, Trading 

Products Properties Annex, Trading Notices (I am bound by my accounts and trading with the 

Company

Name Signature Date
The Client Full Name/

Signature/

Date/

34
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Signature application card
This signature card is an integral part of your account opening documents.

I, the undersigned, acknowledge that the purpose of my signature on this signature card 

is to enable the Company to use it to authenticate my signature in all transactions relating 

to my Trading Account.

Full name according to passport

Residence

Nationality

 ID number / Passport

Signature application

Signatrue Confirmation

Date

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

 Account owner
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